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Motivation 
Insights into fast ice flow are key to understanding future of glaciers 
Rate-weakening or rate-independent relationships between ‘fast’ 
basal slip and shear stress shown by theory and lab experiments [1],[2] 
Very little real world data to test slip relationship 
Surge-type glaciers alternate ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ ice flow, thus represent 
natural test of slip relationship

Study objective 
Describe generalized slip relationship valid for both rigid and 
deformable beds 
Use data around the surge of Shisper glacier[3] (Abstract C041-04, presented 
by Ian Delaney, Dec. 11th) to better constrain generalized slip relationship 
Fit generalized slip relationships to surge data to constrain the range 
of possible values

How the magic happens (major assumptions) 
We remove a quiescence-averaged velocity to the surface velocity to 
ensure a signal due to changes in sliding only 
We only have two DEMs covering the entire glacier (SRTM in 2000 
and one built with optical images in 2019, see [3]), so we have to 
stretch their relevance in time 
We use available modeled ice thickness data to obtain bed 
topography[4] 
We assume that driving stress is a good proxy for basal shear stress

Conclusions 
The slip relationship can be formulated as general relationship 
for either deformable or hard beds. 
A range of parameters is necessary to describe basal slip, 
even for a single glacier. 
Fast ice flow is characterized by velocity-independent or 
velocity-weakening basal stress. 
Range of parameters are within range proposed in previous 
studies[1],[2] 
This is a proof of concept. A better constraint on bed and 
surface topography, together with numerical modeling would 
produce more reliable numbers. 
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Generalized slip relationship (the Holly Grail)
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ut = f(N, bed properties)

N = pice − pwater

σc,Maximum bed resistance (Pa)

τb,Basal shear stress (Pa)

ub,Basal sliding (m/a)

ub,Threshold velocity (m/a)N,Effective pressure (Pa)

pice, Ice pressure (Pa)

pwater,Water pressure (Pa)

α =
(q − 1)q−1

qq

Combining Gagliardini & al. (2007)[1] for hard beds with Zoet & Iverson (2020)[2] 
for deformable beds.
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Fig. 1 – Overview of study site. 
(a) Shisper glacier (right, blue) 
and Mochowar glacier (green, 
left), both surge-type glaciers 
located in (b) North-western 
Karakoram, Pakistan. The two 
glaciers were connected until 
2005, and the last know surge 
of Shisper happened between 
2000 and 2005.

Fig.2 – Overview of velocity 
timeseries and surge 
dynamics. 
(a) Surface velocity 
timeseries obtained from 
optical images (both 
Landsat 8 and Sentinel 2) 
along the flowline shown in 
Fig. 1. (b) Surface velocities 
normalized by quiescence -
velocity  averages, when 
the normalized  >10 surge 
velocities are achieved. The 
timeseries shows an 
increase in speed-up 
velocities leading up to the 
surge. The surge onset 
starts in the winter of 2017 
and shows different phases 
where surface velocities are 
particularly high. The 
quiescence is taken as the 
period before Nov. 2017 
and the surge, afterwards. 
The details of the data can 
be found in the 
presentation by Ian Delaney 
et al. on Dec. 11th 
(Abstract #C041-04). 

This figures features 
perceptively uniform 
colormaps designed by 
Crameri (2018)[6]

Fig. 3 – Driving stress profiles based on 
the SRTM DEM (2000, pre-surge) and a 
DEM  constructed from optical images in 
2019 (post-surge). Bed data is taken from 
[4] and all three scenario for Shisper are 
averaged as suggested by [5].

Fig. 4 – Relationship between driving stress and glacier velocity. The colorbar represent the 
number of occurence of the driving stress vs. velocity pairs throughout the dataset. Taking the 
difference between the surface velocity and the mean quiescence velocity ensures that the 
signal plotted is due to sliding only.
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Results 

Threshold velocity for deformable bed introduced by Zoet and 
Iverson (2020)[2], and can be extended to Gagliardini et al. (2007)[1] 
for rigid beds as             .CnNnAs

As,Sliding parameter without cavity (m Pa−n a−1)
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Relationship ut �c n q
fa (lower bound) 3m/d 100 kPa 2 1
fb (upper bound) 0.7m/d 550 kPa 5 3

Table – Parameters used to 
bracket the driving stress vs. 
velocity relationship.

Contact: More research 
information on my website 
(http://flavienbeaud.com)  and on 
twitter (@GlacialGeomorph)
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